Oral presentation in WLF5 and New policy to provide Volume 1-6 eBooks

Dear Speakers of Theme 1,

Thanks for your application for oral presentation in WLF5 in 2020. WLF 5 organization is progressing. WLF5 secretariat sent the first draft programme of WLF5 programme and the oral presentation form on 10 December 2020 as the attached. We have not yet received any reply from you.

Oral presentation
We are making the oral presentation programme of Theme 1 of WLF5 to be published in Landslides. Those who have not yet returned the oral presentation form in WLF5 are requested to inform WLF5 Secretariat <wlf5-sec@iclhq.org>:  
1) Type of your oral presentation (onsite, online-virtual or pre-recorded). Presentation type can be switched by 15 September 2021,  
2) Planned date of registration by 15 March or 31 March 2021 (Early registration deadline).

<Unnecessary rooms will be cancelled in April 2021. Speaking time for later registration after 31 March 2021 will be shortened or cancelled.>

New policy to provide Volume 1 of WLF5
All types of speakers and presenters (Regular, ICL Board, ICL Deputy Board, ICL Supporter, ICL Associates, Students, one-page abstract, and E-poster), and also Regular non-speaker/non-poster publication participants will receive Vol.1 of full colors books, WLF5 electronic proceedings, electronic posters and WLF5 abstract volume.

New policy for Vol.2-Vol.6
Previous policy: 25,000 JPY for a set of Vol.2-Vol.6  
New policy: 5,000 JPY for each volume by 31 March 2021.  
Please order this option for Vol.1-Vol.6 through WLF5 Registration page: https://wlf5.iplhq.org/registration/

We hope to receive your reply at your earliest convenience, but not later than 20 February 2021.

Yours Sincerely,  
Forum Chairs: Kyoji Sassa, Peter Bobrowsky and Kaoru Takara  
Coordinators for Theme 1: Matjaž Mikoš, Shinji Sassa and Khang Dang